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Note
nonstandard finding aid on file
**Title:** Wally Gerhardt photograph collection

**Identifier/Call Number:** MS.R.023

**Contributing Institution:** Special Collections and Archives, University of California, Irvine Libraries

**Language of Material:** English

**Physical Description:** 2.4 linear feet (6 document boxes).

**Date (inclusive):** circa 1940s-1950s

**Abstract:** This collection includes one box of photographs and six boxes of unprinted negatives of Newport Beach, Costa Mesa, Corona del Mar, and other Orange County, California, localities taken in the 1940's and 1950's. Images include individual, group, and family portraits; marine and sailing scenes; commercial sites and churches; architecture; houses; and yachts.

**Creator:** Gerhardt, Wally

**Access**

The collection has not been processed. It may contain restricted materials. Please contact the Department of Special Collections and Archives in advance to request access.

**Collection Scope and Content Summary**

This collection includes one box of photographs and six boxes of unprinted negatives of Newport Beach, Costa Mesa, Corona del Mar, and other Orange County, California, localities taken in the 1940's and 1950's. Images include individual, group, and family portraits; marine and sailing scenes; commercial sites and churches; architecture; houses; and yachts.